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BEFORE YOU START…

̶ Goal

̶ Target group

̶ Channel

̶ Message



GOAL 

̶ What are you trying to achieve?

̶ What do you want to communicate?

̶ What do you want to change in your target group?



TARGET GROUP

̶ Who do you want to talk to? 

̶ Be specific. 

You want to reach the right people, not all people

̶ Actively search for content that interests your target group

̶ Remember that you can reach people both 

inside and outside of your field

̶ Try to imagine how they see the world and choose 

a platform that best fits that vision

̶ Actively follow the most prominent accounts 

in your field to build up your reach



MESSAGE

̶ What does your target group has to know? (your goal)

̶ What do they want to know (Trojan horse)
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CHANNEL

̶ Instagram?

̶ YES

‒ To share visual attractive information or to tell a visual

attractive story

‒ To attract a new target group, e.g., youngsters

‒ To give people a glimpse behind the scenes of science

‒ To share your passion for research/education

̶ NO

‒ To give crucial information for students

‒ To reach the general/broad public

‒ To announce publications



BEFORE YOU START…

̶ How much time are you willing and able to spend? 

̶ Make sure you have enough content to keep your 

channel active

̶ If you have little time to spare, maybe it’s better to 

simply join the efforts already being made by the 

faculty / Ghent University?



INSTAGRAM
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INSTAGRAM

̶ Free app

̶ Since 2010 (taken over by Facebook in 2012; now Meta) 

̶ Social network

̶ Share and edit

pictures and videos

̶ Tell & inspire

visual stories



EVOLUTION

̶ From square to all formats (2015) 

̶ Stories (2016)
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Courtesy of http://greatappstimeline.xyz/instagram/



INSTAGRAM INSIGHT

• 800 million
users / month

• 500 millon
users / day

• 53 min.
average visit / day

https://www.oberlo.com/blog/instagram-stats-every-marketer-should-know



INSTAGRAM INSIGHT

→ 8,8 million active social media users

→ 1u45 average per day on social media

→ 4,5 millon Instagram users

• 55% female

• 45% male

→ 5e most populair app 

• Facebook: 81%

• Youtube: 80%

• Messenger: 70% 

• Whatsapp: 62%

• Age

https://wearesocial.com/blog/2018/01/global-digital-report-2018



• pictures that stay

• videos: min. 3’ - max. 60’

(play automatically in a loop)

Wall

Stories

• storytelling in motion 

• 24h available

• vertical

• pictures: 5’

• videos: max. 15’

• reaction via chat



Chat



START
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START

̶ Download the app on your mobile phone and create a profile

̶ Choose a name

̶ Are you posting from a faculty? Include 'ugent’ in the name

̶ Are you also active on Twitter? You may choose the same 

name on Instagram, so that you are more recognizable to 

others

̶ Edit profile and add data (photo, website...)

̶ At 'bio' you can write a short text about you (or your faculty)
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MAKE YOUR BIO PERSONAL
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MAKE YOUR BIO PERSONAL
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POST A PICTURE
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POST A PICTURE

̶ Tap the plus sign at the top right

̶ Choose one or more photos

̶ Click on 'next'

̶ Add a filter if necessary

̶ Add text

̶ Click "share" to post your photo

̶ This goes on your wall and stays there
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PICTURE: TIPS

̶ Tell a story

̶ Use multiple pictures

‒ Technopolis

‒ Quanta Magazine

‒ Fact.Ge.Wijs

̶ Use photo and video 

̶ Use good, clear images
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CYoynr0oSFG/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CY4RkNbrv9O/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CmNG6h3NiX2/


TEXT: TIPS 

̶ Prepare your caption. Content needs context

̶ Put the most important things in front: [more…] 

̶ Use emojis (www.getemoji.com)

̶ Use hashtags as #ugent #scicomm at the end

̶ Use geotags
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http://www.getemoji.com/


POST A STORY
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STORIES: WHAT?

̶ Ideal way to tell longer stories, content, …

̶ E.g., a conference, a day at work, a day in the lab, ...

̶ Chronological bundling of multiple photos and videos

̶ Disappear after 24 hours

̶ So should not be 'licked'

̶ Experimenting with form / content is allowed!

̶ Recognizable by colored circle around profile picture
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STORIES: HOW?

̶ Click on your profile picture or plus

̶ Select or take a photo or video

̶ Edit if desired by adding text, stickers, GIFs

̶ Add the photo or video to your story

̶ Repeat these steps -> chronological story

̶ Agree who posts stories when

̶ Examples

̶ STEM olympiade

̶ Doediszot
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https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17849227885394079/
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18028274023106811/


STORY HIGHLIGHTS

̶ Stories disappear after 24 hours

̶ But... if you want, you can 'highlight' them

so that they stay

̶ Click on your profile on the circle with 'New'

̶ Tick the stories you want to save

̶ Choose a name for this 'highlight’

̶ Save
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INTERACTION
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INTERACT

̶ Don’t just share information

̶ Focus on interacting with your network: 

ask questions, stimulate discussion, 

comment on other people’s posts, 

share what you find interesting, …
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INTERACT

̶ Follow others

̶ Via the magnifying glass:

find people and follow them

̶ Follow the people you want to reach 

̶ Like photos

̶ Press the heart below the photo 

or tap the photo twice

̶ Comment

̶ Press the text balloon
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INTERACT

̶ Direct Message (DM)

̶ Send (via icon at the top right) 

a message to a specific person, 

without others being able to see it

̶ DM is also the way to respond 

to stories
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TAKE-OVERS
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TAKE-OVER

̶ Let someone temporarily take over your channel to share a 

personal look behind the scenes

̶ Show your faculty through the eyes of a person and let your 

followers connect 

̶ People feel more connected to a person than to a faculty

̶ Who do you choose?

̶ Colleague familiar with Instagram

̶ Also look at the number of followers

̶ Choose a good opportunity for a takeover

̶ For example, a conference or symposium

̶ Or just a look behind the scenes on an everyday working day
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TAKE-OVER

̶ Make sure the takeover is clear to your followers.

̶ For example, let them start with a selfie (photo on the wall)

̶ Make good agreements.

̶ For example, mention which hashtags are important and what you 

would rather not see (It's not Tinder ;-)

̶ Good storytelling doesn't mean you have post the whole day

̶ Often a few good photos or videos are enough to make a captivating 

exciting story

̶ Change the password of your Instagram account after the take-over
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@ugent wall
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@ugent stories
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TIPS & TRICKS
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TIPS & TRICKS

̶ Be authentic

̶ Post at regular times

̶ Combine photo and video

̶ Who is involved in planning & content management?

̶ Who views and answers questions, comments…?

̶ Mention #ugent

̶ Explore!
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TIPS & TRICKS

̶ Combat misinformation

̶ Actively engage with people when encountering 

misinformation. It helps them to become more critical

̶ View yourself as an ambassador for science

̶ Don’t just post about your research. Share photos of your 

research activities, take part in discussions about the 

importance of science, show your work environment, …

̶ Show the process, not only the result
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Result
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Proces
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Proces



TIPS & TRICKS

̶ Give feedback to colleagues

̶ Everyone benefits from open communication: giving 

constructive feedback contributes to developing a positive 

work environment.

̶ Think twice

̶ Always think twice before you post something. Check 

your spelling and make sure that the photos you post only 

show things that you are willing to show.
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TIPS & TRICKS

̶ To measure is to know 

̶ Keep track of the numbers in Instagram Analytics. 

̶ Help!

̶ https://help.instagram.com/
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https://help.instagram.com/


www.facebook.com/ugent

www.twitter.com/ugent

www.linkedin.com/company/ghent-university

www.instagram.com/ugent

DIRECTIE COMMUNICATIE EN MARKETING

Ineke Imbo
ineke.imbo@ugent.be

http://www.facebook.com/ugent
http://www.twitter.com/ugent
http://www.linkedin.com/company/ghent-university
http://www.instagram.com/ugent


REELS

̶ Your Reel (contrary to Stories) will end up on the ‘Explore’ 

tab, which means it will be visible to people who do not 

follow you (only if your account is public).

̶ If you have an idea for a Reel, be sure to try it out. The 

Instagram algorithm will reward you by showing your video 

to more people, it’ll introduce some variety in your posts and 

it’s a good way to show users your personality.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BfSzWgrlVqM/?taken-by=ugent
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https://www.instagram.com/p/Bc1nDZ1lvy5/?taken-by=ugent
https://www.instagram.com/p/BdFZ7UFFZ9S/?taken-by=ugent
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BcZr8lqFcLR/?taken-by=ugent
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bdz0iRTlUo7/?taken-by=ugent


https://www.instagram.com/p/Bf298P_Fy62/?taken-by=ugent
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bh6eAgHHznH/?taken-by=ugent
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@ehdezsanabria

https://www.instagram.com/ehdezsanabria/
https://www.instagram.com/ehdezsanabria/
https://www.instagram.com/ehdezsanabria/
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@jilllldx
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@sunburnedscientist
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@joey._.brown
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@dinozoic
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#scicomm
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USEFUL APPS
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Repost
Regrammen

Hyperlapse
Video: versneld

Boomerang
Video: mini heen-en-weer

Snapseed
Foto bewerking 

Inshot
Foto/videobewerking

Tekst, stickers, bijsnijden

Pixlr
Foto/videobewerking

Tekst, stickers, bijsnijden..

Video Foto bewerking

GIF maker
Foto’s > video-effect

Aviary
Foto bewerking

Layout
Foto montage


